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VARIANCE REDUCTION METHODS APPLIED
TO DEEP-PENETRATION PROBLEMS
I. Introduction

All deep-penetration Monte Carlo calculations require variance reduction methods.
Before beginning with a detailed approach to these methods, several general comments
concerning deep-penetration calculations by Monte Carlo, the associated variance reduction, and the similarities and differences of these with regard to non-deep-penetration problems will be addressed. The experienced practitioner of Monte Carlo methods will easily
find exceptions to any of these generalities, but it is felt that these comments will aid the
novice in understanding some of the basic ideas and nomenclature. Also, from a practical
point of view, the discussions and developments to follow will be oriented toward use of the
computer codes which are to be presented in following segments of this Monte Carlo
course.

Deep-penetration is a somewhat nebulous term usually associated with radiation shielding problems in contrast to reactor core, or non-penetration, problems. However, there are
no distinct correlations hetween "penetration, deep penetration, and very deep penetration"
and distance of penetration through matter in terms of "a few mean free paths, several
mean free paths, many, or many many mean free paths." In Monte Carlo reactor calculations very precise results are usually wanted with statistical uncertainties on the order of a
few tenths of a percent or less, even for differential quantities. And though the population
of simulated particles* is relatively easy to maintain in these calculations due to particle
generation from fission, many ingenuous variance reduction techniques have been
developed in order to achieve the desired results. These techniques often only reduce the
statistical error about the "true" result without much actual change in the result. In contrast, deep-penetration Monte Carlo has traditionally involved integral quantity calcula-

•These words — panicle, history, simulation — singly or in combination, all have the same
meaning with reference to Monte Carlo methos. Sometimes the particle type — neutron, gamma
ray, or photon — is used.

tions where results differing from experimental values by as much as a factor of ten and
statistical uncertainties of a few tens of percent might be acceptable. Poorly biased* calculations will usually give results lower than the "true" results by more than the range of
the statistical error. Often this error is deceivingly small. Fortunately, the few situations
where results are much larger than the truth also give very large statistical uncertainty.
Variance reduction methods must first be concerned with producing results whose statistical error brackets the correct answer, and then as for reactor calculations, proceed to
squeeze this error about the true answer until some acceptable convergence is achieved.
Sometimes the primary goal is not met, and improper or poorly applied biasing methods
only reduce the uncertainty around an erroneous result.

Variance reductions methods in deep-penetration are directed toward sustaining the
panicle population as it moves from the source region to the detector (or results) region.
For example, consider a shield of thickness D cm ( 2 T D — mean free paths, X) through
which it is desired to transport 1000 particle histories in a Monte Carlo calculation. Table
I gives the approximate number of source particles required in an analog (no biasing) calculation. Since 10 3 source particles would Le considered a large Monte Carlo calculation,
the desired biasing effort is to keep the number of particles approximately constant but
reduce the mathematically simulated value (weight) of each particle as it moves through
the shield. This reduced wetght then gives the correct contribution to the desired results.

Table 1. Required Source Particles for 1000 Escapes

X

5
10
20
30

50

Source Particles
1.5
2.2
4.9
1.1
5.;

x 105
x 107
x 10 u
x 1018
x 1024

•The application of variance reduction is usually identified by some combination or form of the
following words — biasing, sampling, weighting, importance. Although it can be argued that there
are distinctions, these words and phrases are often used interchangeably throughout the literature.

De*"v^--Tration calculations can be greatly complicated by the presence of radiation
streaming through pipes, ducts, or other paths through a shield. In fact, the classic cases
of excessive radiation from reactor shields have been from streaming through areas unaccounted for in the shield design, not through penetration of solid material.
shield and penetration shown in Fig. I.

Consider the

If it is known that radiation streaming only

through the void is significant, then the biasing effort in a Monte Carlo calculation would
involve keeping the particle population in close proximity to the void region, rather than
directing it straight through the shield. As the distances A, B, and C are changed relative
to each other, then combinations of shield penetration and streaming through distance A
or C alone might become important. In these situations the variance reductions techniques
could become extremely complicated and multiple calculations might be necessary, since
the biasing for streaming and penetration would be quite different.

In general, Monte

Carlo methods cannot be used to determine the radiation streaming paths in a geometrically complex shield, such as can be done with a two-dimensional discrete ordinates flux
plot, and some a priori knowledge of these paths must be available before beginning a calculation and introducing variance reduction procedures.

Another complication introduced into deep-penetration calculations and biasing procedures is the generation of secondary gamma rays (photons) from neutron interaaions in
the shield.

It is true that there exist in nature nearly pure gamma-ray sources, and

gamma only calculations are relatively easy.

However, gamma-ray production always

results from neutron interactions with matter, even though an experimenter or an analyst
may choose to ignore them. In fact, situations may exist where it is the secondary gamma
rays produced in the shield, rather than the original neutrons, that create the most serious
radiation hazard outside the shield.

For these problems, biasing the neutron calculation

for the correct gamma-ray production could be more complicated than for neutron penetration alone. These same comments would apply to fission neutron production, if applicable. Other types of calculations requiring special biasing attention are shy-shine problems
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FIGURE 1. Radiation shield and streaming path
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and a variety of small integral experiments where large angle scattering becomes important.

The computer codes which have been written to treat these non-reactor core problems
are referred to as "general Monte Carlo codes." They are sometimes descendents of codes
originally written for criticality and reactor applications and have been extended to treat
general fixed source problems.

Three such codes to be presented in this course are

TRIPOLI,1 MORSE, 2 and MCNP 2 .

TRIPOLI is a continuous energy code with which

the only user interaction allowed is a rather complicated set of input instructions.
MORSE is a multigroup code with less complicated input but requiring some special user
written programming for each calculation.

MCNP is a continuous energy code with a

lengthy set of input instructions permitting, but not requiring, user written routines.

II. Basic Concepts of Deep-Penetration Variance Redur.Ion

Deep-penetration calculations milize most of the variance reduction methods for nonpenetration problems, such as survival biasing, splitting, and Russian roulette.

To these

are added any of several methods to be discussed here. The basic problem is shown in Fig.
2, a radiation source on one side of a shield, a detector region on the other side, and
enough geometrical complexity to require a Monte Carlo solution.

Occasionally, the

Monte Carlo method is used primarily for other reasons such as energy detail or time
dependence.

The calcularional effort is directed toward biasing the particles to those

regions of phase space (position, energy, direction) which contribute most to the desired
results. The position and energy variables are usually given the most attention, i.e., transport particles to the detector position which have energies to which the detector response
is sensitive. The direction and time variables (time being a dependent variable) generally
receive less attention, but can be important especially in the source region. Before a calculation is begun, all phase space is divided into regions of importance, each region being
assigned a relative value based on its "importance" to the results. This division can be very
crude (one region for .all phase space) or so complicated as to make the problem set-up
and running time prohibitive.

For the same physical problem (source, geometry, etc.)

these regions and importances will in general be different for different desired results in
the detector regions.

Biasing and particle weight adjustment are done according to the

importance region the particle currently occupies.

Consider a calculation involving only splitting and Russian roulette in space and
energy. Specification of the importance regions involves setting the splitting and Russian
roulette input parameters (lately referred to in the literature as a "weight window") so that
as particle histories move toward the detector and have the desired energies, they are split
into more low weight particles. Likewise, as they transport and collide into less important
space and energy regions, most are killed by Russian roulette but a few survive as higher
weight panicles.

The weight adjustments preserve the "fair game," producing final
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FIGURE 2. Deep-penetration biasing geomerty
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unbiased* results at the detector. And since the calculational procedure in the code is the
same regardless of the particle weight, the majority of the compilation time is spent on
"important" particles.

Care must be taken not to attempt to do this biasing too quickly by having large
discontinuities in importance values over adjacent regions of phase space. Too much Russian roulette may result in information important to the answer being lost, and loss of
information can never be recovered. Too much splitting may result in important information never being required, as particles contributing to the results may be descended from
only a few source particles. Too much biasing is often worse than too little and gives not
only incorrect results and large variances, but can even tax the capabilities of the code and
computing machine. Of primary concern in biasing is not only getting particles to those
regions of phase space important to the results, but to do so with a particle population
whose dispersion in weight values is not too great. It is the the particle weight which ultimately creates the desired results, and if a few high weight panicles dominate over many
low weight particles, the end result can be disastrous. The fewer the number of significant
contributions to the answer is, the higher the variance will be, and the time spent tracking
and biasing the low weight particles is wasted.

All biasing procedures introduce weight changes — usually weight decreases for particles biased into regions of more importance than for an analog ralculation, and weight
increases for particles biased into regions of less importance than for the analog case. It is
known that some biasing procedures actually cause an increase in the variance, a1, in a
theoretical sense, over the analog procedure, e.g., Russian roulette. But since it is known
from experience that this biasing is necessary to produce reasonable results in a reasonable
amount of computing time T, it is uio, product <p-t (or its inverse, iho figure of merit,
FOM) that is usually regarded as the proper parameter for determining the ultimate efficiency of a biasing technique. The output of a Monte Carlo code, in addition to giving the

.9-'

desired results, will also provide the user with a variety of information which will enable
him to detennine how useful were his chosen biasing methods in connection with his phase
space importance input .values.

This information is available in tabular form and, for

geometrically complex problems, in graphical or plotted form. Proper interpretion of this
information is often more difficult than any other interaction with the code by the user,
but it is essential for altering importance input values and options for improved results on
any future calculations.

Compared to determining importance input values, all ether input and set-up effort
necessary for a deep-penetration Monte Carlo calculation is straightforward, although
these other tasks are often tedious and time consuming for the programmer.

There are

two means for setting importance values — guessing and using adjoint calculation results.
Guessing is, by Tar, the most used method. But for any reasonable chance of success this
must be 'well-educated guessing," which can be broken into several categories — intuition,
physical insight, trial and error, and probably most important, experience with particular
biasing techniques, problem types, and codes.

All these categories are usually used in

some combination with several short calculations and subsequent biasing adjustments
before a long calculation is made.

With the adjoint information, the idea of "importance" takes on a more precise
mathematical meaning, i.e., the adjoint flux is the importance in phase space.4 Since the
adjoint calculation is often more difficult than the forward calculation for which importance values are wanted, this approach leads to the use of approximate adjoint solutions.
These could be from analytical approximations to the adjoint equation for very simplo
cases, approximate numerical methods with exact geometry (diffusion theory), or exact
numerical methods with approximate geometry (discrete ordinates).

It is the last item,

discrete ordinate adjoints, which have had some utilization in deep-penetration Monte
Carlo codes, particularly multigroup Monte

Carlo codes.

However, this adjoint
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information is often voluminous and difficult to interpret. And even though it may be a
good approximation to the exact adjoint, it is usually cumbersome to hupic;».«nt into the
Monte Carlo code input structure without some autcmated procedure.

11
III. Implementation of Variance Reduction Techniques
in Deep-Penetration Calculations

As was stated previously, all deep-penetration Monte Carlo calculations require biasing,
or variance reduction, techniques. Unlike reactor calculations where the calculated result
usually approaches the "true" answer from above or below through variance reduction
methods, poorly biased deep-penetration answers are almost always low due to an inadequate sampling of (particle occurrence in) important regions of phase space. Here a certain amount of biasing is necessary before the estimated error of the result encompasses
the "tru"" answer. Thus, the various aspects of deep-penetration calculations will be examined both in terms of getting the correct answer (accuracy) and in reducing the variance of
the answer (precision). This examination will be more or less in the order one would set
up and run a calculation and not necessarily in the order of most important variance
reduction: (1) cross-section data, (2) geometry description, (3) source description, (4) transport process, (5) collision process, and (6) estimation of results.
-

'I

III.A. Cross-Section Data

Because deep-penetration calculations usually involve high energies, the necessary
cross-section treatment is often less complicated than that for reactor calculations if resonance regions can be omitted or simplified. A notable exception to this situation would be
when gamma-ray production from low energy neutron capture is important or in the
unusual case when fissionable material is present. Of primary importance in penetration
calculations is adequate representation of any. (usually broad) anti-resonances, or windows,
in the neutron cross sections of elements such as iron and oxygen.

Streaming through

these windows (energies) can account for a large percentage of shield penetration, and in
this respect cars must be taken even when using continuous energy codes.

These codes

such as TRIPOLI and MCNP provide^ in the standard code package, shielding libraries of
"pseudo-point" cross sections averaged over a few hundred narrow energy intervals. These
are not true multigroup data, but are point data constant over a given interval.

The
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mulUgroup MORSE code also has a few standard shielding libraries.

These special

libraries have weighting, resonance treatment, and group boundaries selected

from

sensitivity and other studies, which are adequate for most deep-penetration calculations. If
this is not the case, however, the programmer must turn to the original cross-section processing codes, all of which use ENDF/B, and possible other data, for a better cross-section
description. Possible codes are NJOY 5 for MCNP, THEMES 6 for TRIPOLI, or AMPX 7
for MORSE. These are large, complicated codes and the study of their theory, structure,
input, and output could easily fill a week-long course. However, any such cross section
processing codes might also provide data for the deterministic transport codes at a given
installation, and expertise in their use is usually available.

As with the items to follow, one should select cross-section data with regard to its
importance to the desired results. Any simplification such as upper or lower energy cutoffs
will greatly improve the efficiency of the Monte Carlo calculation.

Cross-section data

would be considered to affect the accuracy rather than the precision of a calculation.
However, cross-section sensitivity and perturbation methods applied to a calculation would
be more related to precision. These last two items will be presented in other parts of this
course.8

III.B. Geometry Description

The general comments given for the cross-section data also apply here. The geometry
for dct;>penetration calculation is usually less complicated than for reactor studies, and
one should concentrate on the detail where it is important to the desired results. Even for
relatively simple geometries, a large fraction of time of any Monte Carlo calculation is
spent in the geometry routines, and certain variance reducing techniques such as truncated
exponential biasing and next-event estimation require much geometry tracking. As in the
previous item, the geometry description would affect the accuracy of the result, but sensitivity and perturbation analysis of the composition and size of certain portions of the
geometry would affect the precision. Cross-section data is usually accepted "as is" with lit-

.."•"•
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checked prior to any calculation using any of the various graphical and plotting diagnostic
aids available with the geometry packages in the codes.
III.C. Source Description

Deep-penetration calculation source descriptions can affect both the accuracy and precision of the result.

\11 important (to the result) regions of source phase space must be

adequately sampled for accuracy, and source biasing is one of the most effective and easily
applied variance reducing techniques available.

III.C. 1. Biased Source

The basic expression for the biased source distribution is

S(x)I(x)

(!)

S(x)I(x)dx

where S(x) is the natural source distribution
I(x) is the importance function

'

.

and x represents any independent phase space variables - space,
energy, angle, or time, and the integral is over all x.

If I(x) is constant over the source for any variable, then that variable will be unbiased.

The weight correction to the unbiased source weight (usually unity) is

S(x)I(x)dx
WT

§(x)

•

(2)

Kx)

This multiplicative weight adjustment is made after each biased variable selection x for
each source particle. It is seen that the weight correction is proportional to the inverse of
the importance function.

This is true of any biasing procedure throughout the Monte

Carlo process. In the absence of any adjoint information, it is usually the biased distribu-
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t»n,

in this case %x),

that is determined by "guessing" rather than I(x).

The inverse

weight correction is then indicative of the assumed relative I(x).

For selection of a specific variable, Eq.- (1) must be a proper marginal and/or conditional distribution function, i.e., to select an energy from S(F0,E,fl) after an f0 has been
selected, one has
f

S(ro.E,Q)dfl [ I(ro,E,G)dfi

=^ —

=?

(3)

=r^= .

J £ S(ro,E.0) I(ro.E,Q)dC2dE
£

a

If there is any inter-variable function dependence such as E = f(n), then Q is randomly selected from S(x) and E is set as f(Q). In any of the general computer codes, the
Cartesian coordinates x, y, z (three random selections) and the direction cosines with
respect to the three axis a,/3,7 (random selections from polar and azimuthal distributions)
must be determined for each source particle.
S T =• J

If S(x) is normalized to unity, i.e.,

S(x)dx =• 1, then the results will be given relative to one starting source

all x

.

-

partide.

Energy and angle-are the two most commonly biased source variables.

Even when

adjoint generated importance information is not available, the various "guessing" methods
for i(x) can be very helpful.

It should be pointed out that excluding regions of phase

space could be thought of as biasing with zero importance.

For example, in Fig. 2 any

backward angles should be excluded if those panicles could never reach the detector, or
any source energies below the detector response threshold should never be sampled. However, at what angle 9 < 90° or what energies above the detector response cutoff to terminate the source selection process can be difficult to determine, but this can greatly affect
the problem calculation time. For a shield penetration as in Fig. 1 only a very small angular interval would be important to the result even if the source is isotropic in direction.

For time dependent source problems, the time variable can be biased using Eqs. (1)
and (2).

Although the time variable can be used as a parameter for choosing a biasing

..
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scheme later in the calculation, time becomes a dependent, rather than independent variable after the source selection, and there is no provision for time biasing in the transport
and collision process.

III.C.2. Segmented Sources

For a source system that is irregular or presents some difficulty in sampling, it is
sometimes necessary to divide the source into j segments, Axj, and sample separately from
each segment.

The AXj may represent a portion of any phase spaas variable.

The

probability of selecting a source particle from segment i is

J S(x)dx

(4)

p — ,—

S JS(x)dx
This selection may also be biased as
0

*i P>

(5)

where Ij is the importance for each segment j .

I(x)dx

(6)

Ij

After i is determined from Eq. (5), Eq. (I) is used to select x within Axj. The weight
correction in Eq. (2) is now multiplied by an additional factor WT,

?

P

J IJ

(7)

In actual practice the Pt (or Ii) are often determined empirically (by "guessing"), and
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' the I(x) within any Ax, might be set to unity if x is divided into many segments. In the
segmentation of more than one phase space variable, Eq. (5) is applied independently for
sach variable as with Eq. (I), and Eq. (?) is then applied multiplicatively as with Eq. (2).

The biasing described here can cause large variations in the weight of the source particles, particularly if several variables are biased. As the particles propagate through phase
space toward the desired regions, care must be taken not to lose too much source information due to Russian roulette and splitting. This problem is exaggerated when there is also
biasing in the transport and collision processes. All the code input parameters for particles
population control must reflect the source biasing and weight adjustments. For example, if
the source energy selection is biased to produce many important (low weight) high energy
particles and a few unimportant (high weight) low energy particles, and then somewhere in
the calculation the Russian rouiette and splitting parameters are applied uniformly in
energy, most of the low weight particles will be killed. A few of these survive with higher
weights, and the low energy particles are split into many lower weight particles. The net
effect of this situation is to reproduce the unbiased energy distribution as if no source biasing had occurred.

One method of easing this problem of weight and population control is to transfer the
source weight correction to the estimation process.

That is, do not adjust the source

weight, Eqs. (2) and (7), in the source routine, but adjust the particle weight in the estimation routine. This procedure should reduce the burden of setting Rvisian roulette and
splitting input parameters, and more source information will contribute the results, possibly
increasing its accuracy,

However, the calculation time will usually increase with no

decrease in variance, since large weight variations in the estimation process can produce
prohibitively large variances.

Also some code modification would be necessary to carry

this extra weight value throughout the calculation.

-

Another method of dealing with difficult source distributions is to. divide the problem
into i separate computer calculations, each with a source selected from AXJ, Eq. (1), and
giving a result and variance W

(x). Each of these calculations is independent of the oth-

'ers in terms of source selection, biasing, weighting, etc. The complete-result X(x) is, using
Eq. (4),

\(x) -

S Pi X^(x)

.

(8)

i

In applying Eq. (8), care must be taken to cover all regions of source phase space once and
only once.

An extension of the above method can be applied when a calculation is to be repeated
many times with only a change in the source distribution, and it can be assumed that all
source distributions are constant within a given AXj. It is abo assumed that adjoint calculation is not feasible. As before, a separate calculation is made for each Ax,, but now the
source is chosen uniformly in the interval.

The results of each calculation X^Cx) are

retained, and Eq. (8) can be evaluated for any discretized source from Eq. (4).

An

example of this procedure would be for several source spectra each of which can be
discretized into the same AE, intervals, across which each source can be assumed to be
uniform. If there are fewer AE( than spectra, this method will be more efficient than for
calculations using all sources.

IH.C.3. Source Adjoint

The importance function I(x) in Eq. (1) for the source is a subset of that adjoint for
the entire problem phase space, which is usually difficult to determine, interpret, and apply
in a code. However, for a situation as illustrated in Fig. 2, where the source and detector
regions are relatively simple, the adjoint flux 4>*(x) from one- or two-dimensional discrete
ordinate model calculations can be a good approximation to I(x).

For source energy or

angle biasing, <t>*{x) can be applied in most codes without too much difficulty.

An estimate of ths true source adjoint can be made simultaneously with the forward
Monte Carlo calculation, to be used as an improved I(x) in subsequent calculations. The
total response is

'
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X - J 0(x)R(x)dx -

J

where </>(x) and R(x) are the forward flux and response function and xR and x s represent
the detector and source phase space, respectively.

Rewriting Eq. (9) for a segmented

source (x s =• 2^ x i^
t

2 h ™2 /
i

i

As,

where X, is that portion of the response made .rosn all particles which originated in

and the average adjoint flux in the source segment is

J S(x)0*(x)dx
J S(x)dx

(12)
J S(x)dx

The \ is evaluated by writing the forward flux at x as the sum of its parts coming from
each source segment Ax;,

and substituting this summation into the left side of Eq. (9).

Then for each source seg-

ment Axi

R(x)dx

.

(14)

In evaluating Eq. (14) in a Monte Carlo code, the source parameters of each particle
history must be retained until the estimation process so that i can be determined.

The

phase space variable x in Eq. 0 4 ) is in X R , but the i for R", is from the source segment
AXj.This feature is not standard in most codes, and some nominal programming would be
necessary to evaluate Eqs. (12) ",-'. (14). This source adjoint method is part of a more
general procedure given in Section VLB. An example of source energy biasing where the
implicit adjoint function is improved by iteration during the forward calculation52 is mentioned briefly in Section VII.

III.C.4. Other Sources

The source descriptions described in this section can be implemented in any of the
three general codes presented in this course with varying degrees of difficulty.
requires that all source descriptions be made via input instruction.

TRIPOLI

In MORSE only the

simplest sources (point, isotropic, monodirectunal) can be input — all others must be programmed into a source routine.

MCNP has a few standard input sources and also pro-

vides for an optional user written routine. As with the geometry description, it is important to throughly check the source description independent of the entire calculation. It is
best to do this checking with a "source and estimation only" calculation in the code to see
if the biasing and weight corrections reproduce (within statistical uncertainty) the natural
source.

A final technique useful in deep-penetration calculations is to create a source distribution from a previous calculation and couple it with the Monte Carlo, bypassing any source
input or programming in the standard code. This procedure can save much computation
time if the physical source is in a deep-penetration region which can be described in one or
two dimensions.

Coupling techniques are presented in detail elsewhere in this course,9

The DOMINO 10 code couples the discrete ordinate code DOT to MORSE.
POLI and MCNP codes have similar methods under development.
some work in Monte Carlo — Monte Carlo coupling."

The TRI-

There has also been

Biasing techniques are not gen-

erally standard features in coupling codes, and some user interaction would be required to
include them. The general procedure is to produce a source (current) from the coupling
code output, this usually being a boundary flux quantity. Care must be taken in choosing
the coupling boundary, the boundary conditions of the two calculations, and any overlap of
—"--** • - • the r*o ceoTr.strv descrfatrans so »hat »n" hovndary r«s-crossjng js tj&s^red correctly.'2
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HI.D. Transport Process

In the study of deep penetration of radiation by Monte Carlo, it is the transport process
and variance reduction techniques associated with it that have received the most attention.
As illustrated in Table I, it is impractical from a computing viewpoint to perform analog
deep-penetration calculations. As outlined in the introduction, the basic idea is to keep the
biased particle population approximately constant as it moves through the system from the
source to the detector (results) regions.

In doing this, the particle weight is reduced in

value proportional to the panicle population loss in an analog case sirh that the summation of the panicle weight is conserved.

These concepts are easy to visualize in simple, one-dimensional situations.

However,

for realistic three-dimensional applications, they can become extremely difficult, and there
is no general recipe for success. Again, any knowledge of the importance function can be
very useful.

As particles are transported into regions of low importance, their number

should be reduced (with appropriate weight increase) so that computer time is not wasted
on unimportant particles.

If these particles subsequently retu-n to higher importance

regions, their number is increased with appropriate weight reduction. There are two commonly used techniques for performing this transport biasing — splitting with Russian
roulette and the exponential transform.

III.D.l. Boundary Splitting and Russian Roulette

The procedure for splitting and Russian roulette is to divide the system into volumes,
each with an importance l{.

When a particle of weight WT crosses from volume i into

volume i + 1, the ratio of importance p — Ij+i/Ii determines which game is played. If p
< I, Russian roulette is implemented, and the panicle survives with probability p with an
increased weight WT/p. For P > 1, p identical particles are created each with weight of

. 2 1
WT/p.

(In actual practice the integer part of p is used to split particles and Russian

roulette is played with the fractional part.) These It must be made relative to that for the
source region since this is where the original WT is s-Jt (see Section VT.D).'

For population stability in a simple rase like Fig. 2, the I, and the region dimensions
could be defined such that p =• e* \ where N,v is the number of mean free paths in the
region where the panicle is exiting and the sign depends on the particle direction. In practice there should be enough volumes such that the particle population does not drop by
more than a factor of 2 or 3 between adjustments.

For iarger drops, too many indepen-

dent particles from the original source population are lost, and the adjusted population
may become highly correlated due to multiple splitting of a few particles.

This splitting and Russ an roulette at region boundaries may be extended to make the
procedure depend-nt on other variables, such as energy. This would ensure population stability in the important energy ranges of the detector response. However, any increase in
the differentiality of the method greatly increases the burden of determining the I, as a
function of more than one variable. In addition to its use in deep penetration, splitting and
Russian roulette are used in reactor calculations to control the population of particles
entering and returning from the reflector.

III.D.2. The Exponential Transform-Simple Form

The other method employed in Monte Carlo codes to maintain an adequate particle
population at large distances from the source is the exponential transform.

(This method

is also known as "path length stretching," which is a misnomer since paths are also sometimes shrunk.)

The standard (time independent for convenience only) transport equation

is, with the usual definition of terms

,.0) +

ZT(r,E)«Kr,E,Q) -

S(r,E,fl)

+ / f 2 S (T,E' — E,Q' — Q)0(TjE',Q')dE'dO'

.

(W)
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If it is assumed that the flux decreases exponentially, then the following transform may be
introduced into Eq. (15) for some arbitrary function P(7,E.fi) such that-the transformed
flux $ remains more nearly constant.

(16)
The first term on the left side of Eq. (15) is
-

WF.E.Q) fl-VP(T,E,n)

The entire transformed equation is written as
2 T (f.E) - Q-

+ J [ 2s(r,E' - E,G' -

,Q) = S(r.E.B)

P.) eIPlr-E-

(18)

In theory, the solution of Eq. (18) and the transformation in Eq. (16) will give the
solution to Eq. (15). It is seen that the total cross section for transport in Eq. (18) can be
defined as

2-r(T,E) -

Q-VP(r,E,Q)

•

(19)

The form of Eq. (19) indicates that the transformed cross section 2° can be larger or
smaller than 2 T , depending on the functional form of P. Thus, the length of the flight
paths selected in the solution of Eq. (18) will be altered from that using 2 T (i.e., stretched
or shrunk).

A form of P(F,E,O) often used is

P(r,E,Q) = p2T(r,E)V

,

(20)

where V = — (f— r j specifies a preferential direction toward Fo, and p is a constant
independent of Q but possibly dependent on both F and E.
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Now the transformed cross section has the form

2T(7.E)[1-

where n is the cosine of the angle between the particle direction Q and the preferred direc•

tion.

If this preferential direction is always toward the same fixed point, e.g., a point

detector, regardless of the particle position or direction, then

Q,(XD-X) + Q y (Y D -Y) + QZ(ZD-Z)
ft — Q-vV -—

(22)

"

V(XD-X)2 + (Y D -Y) 2 + (Z D -Z) 2
where X,Y,Z
Q!t,fiy)fii

and X D ,Y D ,Z D

are the particle coordinates after the last collision
are the particle direction cosines after collision

are the coordinates of the position toward which it is
desired to increase the path lengths.

The position r0 could also be made a variable so that the preferred direaion changes as
the particles traverse a system such as the bent duct in Fig. I. If the sign in the exponent
of Eq. (16) had been negative, then this procedure would be reversed.

Paths would be

shrunk in the direction toward Xp,Y D ,Z D and stretched in opposite directions.

In actual practice Eq. (18) is not solved; rather, Eq. (15) is solved using a biased transport kernel, with 2* as the transport cross section, to determine the next collision site at
F+fiR
_

_

T*(f,E,Q) = 2*(f,E,G)e

- /

S'(F.E,fl)dR'

•

In the usual practice for Monte Carlo codes, the variable is changed to the number of
mean free paths, xf = S*(r,E,Q)R = 2 T (r,E)(l-pM)Ri where R is the distance cnosen as
if the medium of the current collision site extended indefinitely, Le., 2*(rJE,Q) is constant
and the normalization of Eq. (23) is unity. This is the usual convention since the codes
work in mean free paths instead of cross sections and distance. Then, in compacting nota-
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tion.

(24)

(25)

where »? is the unbiased variable and rj' —

It is seen that the distribution for r\' in Eq. (25) is mathematically identical to that for
the unbiased kernel, e~', a*zd the selection procedure for n' is the same as for 17. However,
the distance R from the unbiased kernel is 7j/2T(F,E), whereas for the biased kernel

R

_.

f
2*(r,E,Q)

2

(26)

Any boundary crossings and changes in 2y(r,E) are handled just as for the unbiased case.

The weight correction WT due to the biased selection is T/T*

:

WT -

2T(r,E)e-^E)R
—r
—

9-m

-

(27)

It is seen that, since -I < n < + 1, p must be chosen such that I p I < 1 so that no
numerical difficulties occur in the numerator of Eqs. (26) and (27). It is also necessary to
have p > 0; otherwise, the negative sign in the exponential in Eq. (16) would become positive and the path stretching and shrinking processes would be reversed. The parameter p
(a code input value) reflects the amount of biasing to be done. Small values of p alter
Eqs. (26) and (27) little from the unbiased and unity weight analog case and have the
effect of a n = 0 (90° scattering angle) for any p. For larger values of p the forward
peaked distances can become very large and the backward distances shrunk by up to a factor of two. When the chosen 77 is sufficiently large and

pn is not close to unity, the

weight corrections may become very small in the forward direction and very large in the

backward direction. However, for small TJ, Eq. (27) exhibits the somewhat curious effect
of WT < 1 for n < 0 (shrinking) and WT > 1 for M > 0 (stretching). If it is assumed
that the biased distribution is of the standard importance function form

J fln)I(u)dn

N

'

where f(i?) = e~" and the normalization integral N , is unity, then

(29)

III.D.3. The Exponential Transform-General Form

Equation (29) indicates the same effect just described for the weight correction; for
small 77, M<0 may be more important than fj>0.

The weight fluctuations introduced by

the form of Eq. (27) create the well-known difficulties of large or misleading variance in
the use of the exponential transform in this simple form (used in MORSE and MCNP).
The more general approach13'14 is to replace the exponential term in Eq. (16) by the complete importance function I(T",E,B). Subsequent analysis reveals that 2*(F,E,fl) = 2x(r,E)
- Mk, where

M

-

Q-fi(r,E,Q)/|ri(r,E,n)|

and k =

iVI(f,E,fi)|/I(r,E,Q).

Use of

I(7,E,Q) disallows the separation of transport and collision processes, and the normalization
N^ of the equation corresponding to Eq. (28) now includes the scattering function and an
angular integration. In TRIPOLI (and also in the SAM 15 code) this normalization is done
numerically because the general form has no closed solution.

Also in these codes, any

splitting which may be necessary due to the weight corrections in the collision process is
done by "stratified sampling" of next collision sites in the transport process,13 i.e., the particles are split before they are transported with the result of more collision sites with lower
weight particles. These particles are referred to as latent particles" in SAM.
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It can be shown that the procedures With the general importance function I(r,E,fl) give
a theoretically smaller variance than the simple form of the exponential transform importance function, Eq. (29), and they are often more efficient in actual practice.13-16

How-

ever, the theory, programming, input data, aad implementation in a Monte Carlo code calculation of the general methods are much more complicated than for 'he simple form. In
the simple form (separate collision and transport processes) recent methods have been devised (and are still being evaluated) to absorb the weight fluctuations from the transport
process into the collision biasing process.17

III.D.4. The Transformed Cross Section and Delta Scattering
The form of Eq. (21) was chosen so that with 0 < p < 1, 2* is always positive. This is
the method used in the standard versions of MORSE and MCNP.

The method used in

TRIPOLI is to retain the form of 2* in Eq. (19), bat to alter the transport process when
2 * < 6, a positive input parameter close to zero. The implementation of the method is
equivalent to adding extra transport term 2$
section for transport, 2 T (f,E)-Q-rP(r,E,Q)

to each side of Eq. (18) so that the cross
-I- 2 6 (E), is positive.

On the right-hand

side this term is placed under the scattering integral with a delta-function kernel,
2 4 (E)5(E'-*E,G'-*G), so that with probability 2 { / ( 2 s + 2 « ) the particle is "scattered"
straight ahead with no change in energy or direction.

This procedure, without the

exponential transform, is the "delta-" or "fictitious-scattering" model used for increasing the
collisicn density in optically thin media or for omitting boundary crossing searches in very
complicated geometries.18

Various general aspects of the exponential transform and its cross section are given in
Ref. 19.

In this reference it is also shown that the procedure of selecting from the

unbiased distribution e~", Eq. (25), and adjusting the particle path and weight each time,
Eqs. (26) and (27), is equivalent to solving the transposed equation, Eq. (18), and applying
Eq. (16).
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III.D.5. The Exponential Transform —Truncated Form

In the presentation of deep-penetration methods presented here, the relatively simple
case such as in Fig. 2 of a source, a shield to be penetrated (with possible geometry complications), and a detector region on the other side has been studied. The primary objective has been to completely traverse the shield. However, it is often desired to study some
effect inside the shield, perhaps close to the exit side. The objective here would be to bias
the particles to the region of interest and then to have collisions without much leakage.
One could achieve this effect with judicious application of cell importance ratios I t + i A f°r
boundary splitting and Russian roulette. One can also achieve this effect by applying the
exponential transform (here, the simple form) with a non-leakage restraint.

The

transformed kernel in Eq. (23) is now normalized from the current collision site to R, the
distance along the particle direction to the edge of the shield, instead of to infinity. Then
Eq. (23) has the form

(30)

-J nrAOxaT«(R) « R

_

- J S"(?'i.Q)dR"

J 2'CP.E.fl) e •

dR'

and following the convention for Eqs. (24) and (25)
e"*

(31)

where JJR is the number of mean free paths to escape and must be determined in general
by a geometry search prior to the application of Eq. (31).

The simplistic realization of the flight distance R, using a random number 0 < RN <
1, is
n 1 i oxr/1 «O-PM)f.x I
—fin
1—PXT/1—
*x '
R =

l

(32)
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The weight correction is
e-pw

( ,-,,-U-PM)^

••

(33)

WT -

It can be seen that these equations reduce to the untransformed non-leakage form when
p "• 0, to the exponential transform when T?R = oo, and to the natural distribution when
both p = 0 and 77R = oo. Different forms of the truncated exponential transform have
been used in sensitivity studies in shields. 20 Also, the form presented here is a special case
for which the requirement that pp<l is not needed.11 Equations (32) and (33) are both
indeterminate for pjt =•* 1. A limit analysis (pfi-*l) shows that for pn=-l, R =• R R N ,
i.e., flight distances are selected uniformly on the interval 0 < R < R. The weight correction, Eq. (33), becomes WT =

III.D.6. Discussion of Transport Biasing Methods

In the earlier discussion of the boundary splitting and Russian roulette, the only criterion for either process was the ratio of region importances (possibly as a function of
energy) at a boundary. If there are any weight altering processes in effect such as source,
collision, or survival biasing, large dispersions in panicle weight can be created throughout
the system. It is common practice in any Monte Carlo calculation to use a splitting and
Russian rouleiie scheme based on ihe particle weight as well as the phase space variables.
(This is the "weight-window" which keeps all panicle weights in a given importance region
between an upper and lower bound.) Otherwise, low weight particles, insignificant to the
answer, are accorded the same calculation time as high weight particles, and just a few
very high weight particles can create havoc in the statistical uncenainty of the final
results. These weight related games can be played at real or artificial boundaries, or in
association with the collision process. Boundary splitting and Russian roulette are known
to more efficiency, but not so much so that, because of other practical reasons, the collision site is often used for the weight control process.21
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The problem of weight dispersion and its control can be greatly exaggerated by use of
the exponential transform. The problems of picking the transform parameter and weightwindow parameters for all importance regions is an enormous task for a complicated system. If the weight-window is set too high in the preferential direction large distances from
the source, the same situation will result as for the example given for source energy selection (Section III.C.2).

Most particles which have reached these distances through path

stretching with low-weight corrections (WT in Eq. (27) < < 1) will be killed by Russian
rouleue and a few higher weight particles survive. Likewise, if the weight-window is too
low in the unpreferred direction, the few high weight-corrected particles will be split into
many lower weight particles. The final result would resemble the unbiased particle population and weight distribution as if no exponential transformation had taken place.

Even if TRIPOLI is not used, it is instructive to examine its input and examples of
deep-penetration calculations using the exponential transform.

There is a separate

geometry input, completely independent of the physical geometry, which traverses the
entire system with a series of equal-weight surfaces. These surfaces, the transform parameter p, the preferential directions, and the weight-window are combined automatically by
the code so as to minimize splitting and Russian roulette.

Creating this weighting

geometry is often much more difficult than setting up the physical geometry, and it is done
almost exclusively by "guessing."

MORSE has usually been used by employing the

exponential transform for deep-penetration problems. The standard version does not have
boundary splitting and Russian roulette, although due to the user oriented structure, these
methods can easily be implemented.2

The authors of the MCNP code have traditionally

advocated uie of boundary splitting and Russian rouleue with their code, although some
successful work with automatic generation of weight-windows in conjunction with the
exponential transform has been recently reported.22

It is difficult, if not impossible, to state which of the two methods presented here is
better.

It is sufficient to say that either method used correctly and cautiously will give
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satisfactory results.

The boundary method introduces the least weight fluctuation of the

two methods, but its improper use could introduce undesirable correlation among histories
due to splitting and too much wasted computation time due to Russian roulette.

It is

always hoped that improper biasing of any kind will be reflected in the statistical uncertainty of the results. Unfortunately, this is not always true with the exponential transform,
especially in the simple form. It is possible that a result with a reasonable statistical error
will change significantly in another calculation with a different random number sequence.
This sequence change might have been done specifically or brought about by changing the
transport parameter p or some other biasing parameter.

It is apparent that the weight

fluctuations introduced by the transform can produce results that are not normally (Gaussian) distributed, whereas this distribution is assumed in the method which estimates the
uncertainty. Another problem area with the transform is that the path stretching process
may cause a significant portion of the particle population, which will ultimately escape the
shield and contribute to the result, to skip important intermediate region collisions. These
omitted collisions will save computation time, but if there exists minima in the cross sections (windows) through which particles could stream, or if gamma-ray production from
neutron interactions is significant, then the results may not correctly reflect these physical
phenomena. The exponential transform is also the usual method employed for "quick and
dirty' calculations. With a value of p sufficiently close to unity, one can always get some
panicle penetration for a (usually wrong) result.

However, the same haste in applying

boundary splitting might result in no penetration at all.

The transport process is probably the most important of all the aspects of a deeppenetration calculation (assuming there are no errors elsewhere).

If the transport is

treated properly, the other processes could be handled in a relatively simple manner.
Whereas, if the transport is treated poorly, sophisticated treatment of the other processes is
often to no avail. As a result, the literature abounds with various methods for treating the
transport process. Unfortunately, these are often of only academic or such highly specialized interest that they are of no general use. In the last decade, however, there has been
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an increase in the effort of obtaining realistic importance functions (adjoints) to be used in
existing biasing techniques rather than in dealing with the techniques themselves.
adjoint methods are discussed in Section VI

These

, where it is pointed out that for application

to the exponential transport the correct adjoint function is the "value function" W*(P), or
emergent adjoint density, rather than the "point value" <AP), the adjoint flux.
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IV. Collision Process

All Monte Carlo codes have survival biasing (non-absorption weighting) as a standard
procedure or option, i.e., all collisions are scatters with the particle weight adjusted by
2S/2T-

Otherwise, the collision process receives little attention as compared to the other

processes.

IV.A. Biasing the Collision

An option for explicitly biasing the collision kernel for the post-collision energy and
angle is available in many Monte Carlo codes, but this option is usually the least used of
all variance reduction techniques available.
post-collision energy and angle.

The collision kernel is a function of pre- and

The interdependence of the variables depends on the-

nuclide, particle type, collision type, and energy range. The general biased kernel13 and
weight correction are similar to that for the source spectrum, Eqs. (1) and (2), with the
extension to more variables.

Various methods of "guessing" at the importance function

have not generally been successful.

In practice it is often easier to implicitly bias the

energy and angle variables separately in the transport and weight-window processes and
leave the collision kernel unaltered.

In these other processes, including the source, the

importance of the phase space variables toward the result is more apparent than the postcollision energy-angle selection at intermediate collisions in the particle history. The use of
collision biasing in conjunction with other biasing increases the difficulty in setting
weight-windows. A recent technique for collision biasing in conjunction with the exponential transform is discussed in Section III.D.3, 17

In TRIPOLI, collision biasing is recommended in certain cases (e.g., very deep penetration in iron), but only for specific input options already programmed into the code, i.e., the
general method is not recommended.

In Section III.D.3 the transport-collision biasing
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dependence in TRIPOLI is outlined. The MCNP code does not have an explicit collision
biasing option in the standard code, but it can be employed as a "patch" (non-standard programming available for specific use).

There exists in MCNP a standard feature called

DXTRAN, 3 which at first sight has the characteristics of an estimation process, but can be
used as an angular biasing device." In MORSE, a multigroup code which selects the outgoing energy group first and then an angle, collision energy biasing is a standard option
that has been little used.

Some recent work on shipping casks has employed a one-

dimensional discrete ordinates adjoint as the importance function in MORSE. 39 Here the
adjoint flux 0* is used directly as the post-collision energy biasing parameter, much in the
same manner as for source energy biasing. Several additional angular biasing procedures
have been incorporated into MORSE but none of these are part of the standard code.w>38

IV.B. Albedo Scattering

•

.

The albedo scattering procedure is a method for eliminating time consuming panicle
tracking in spatial regions of relative high collision density but from which no direa contribution is made to the results.24 Particles are returned to a real collision medium from
the albedo medium by reflection from an interface surface between the two media with the
correct change in the energy and angular variables as if analog tracking had taken place in
the albedo medium.

The albedo scattering function is generally given as a(Eo,0o,E,0,jO,

where Eo and E are the entrance and exit energies at the interface, 90 and 9 are the
entrance and exit polar angles with respect to the outward directed normal vector at the
interface, and M is the cosine of the angle between 90 and 9 (see Fig. 3). It is assumed that
the interface is of such extent that there is no spatial variation, i.e., the position on the
interface does not change.

The use of time dependence here is questionable, except for

specular (mirror image) reflection.

This is a special case where E =• Eo, 9 = 90, and is

used only to take advantage of geometrical symmetry. Specular reflection saves no calculation time, it precludes the general use of any "next-event" type of estimation process, and
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requires special attention to the normalization of results due to symmetry in the source and
detector regions.

The principle disadvantage of the general albedo method is the unavailability of reliable data [the a(Ea.Q0>E,Q,.u)], and many approximate forms of the distribution function
exist for special cases. The MORSE code (multigroup) uses albedo data generated from
discrete ordinates codes;23 an acceptable procedure since the regions of application are
almost always easily approximated by one or two dimensions.

However, this data is

voluminous and expensive to generate, and must be regenerated for any significant changes
in the geometric or material description of the system. In the absence of data, the albedo
procedure may be simulated by clever application of direction dependence in the transport
biasing process.

The albedo procedure is useful in simulating the scattering in the reflector of a reactor
and also in the walls surrounding a duct or pipe through which particles are streaming. If
the duct is void (or contains only air), the calculation could be completely albedo scattering with no ordinary interactions. However, for bent or multi-leg ducts it has been found
necessary to include real (analog) scattering in the protruding corners of the duct interior
(see the shaded areas of Fig. 1) to correctly simulate the particle transmission. For some
distributed source and detector regions it may also be necessary to include real scattering
in regions adjacent to the entrance and exit of the duct.

The position and size of the

shaded areas in Fig. 1 is done strictly by "guessing" (usually in terms of mean free paths).
The use of albedo material surrounding the passage in Fig. 1 naturally precludes any particle transport continuing straight ahead from the first leg of the duct through the shield to
the exterior region; however, a special "next-event" estimator has been devised which allows
transmission across albedo surfaces.33
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V. The Estimation Process

If ail the preceding processes associated with a deep-penetration calculation were performed correctly (or ideally), the estimation of results would be a simple task.

There

should be an ample number of panicles in the detector region to score with the standard
techniques such as collision density or path length estimation in a volume or surface crossing estimation at a boundary. Unfortunately, for many well formulated calculations this
situation is often not realized, and undersampling due to inadequate ^nd/or improper use
of the system importance function leads to sparse particle population in the detector
regions, producing (usually) low answers with high variance. In an attempt to overcome
this problem, the method of "next-event" estimation (also known as "statistical" estimation)
has long been used, and often over-used. Here, contributions to the result are made from
random walk events (source and collision) which occur outside the detector region.

V.A. Next-Event Estimation in a Large Solid Angle

The contribution to the particle number density (current) at some location T = F+Rfi
at the leading edge of a convex detector region from a collision at r is

J = WTp(fi)e~"Afl

(34)

where
WT

is the particle weight after collision (includes 2 S / 2 T for
survival biasing),

p(Q)

is the probability per steradian of scattering toward the
detector, taken from the same distribution used for random
walk scattering,

AO

is the solid angle, in steradians, subtended at the
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£ T (f,E)dR'

is the number of mean free paths along the distance R.

0

When the detector region is of sufficient extent, i.e., Afl is large enough, Eq. (34) can
be applied with the product p(Q)AQ equal to one or zero. After each event the estimation
process determir-s if the random walk trajectory could intersect the detector if it were
extended sufficiently.

If not, the estimation is abandoned and the random walk continues

(if there are multiple detector regions, each region must be tested for intersections from
each event). If an intersection occurs, Eq. (34) gives the panicle current at the detector,
WT e~*.

This estimation search could be very simple, e.g., at the top of Fig. 4 if the

detector region was the entire right most boundary of the shield, it would have to be determined only if the trajectory vector had any component directed toward the boundary.

If

the detector region was only a portion of the boundary, the intersection decision could be
determined analytically. For more complicated cases, the time consuming code geometry
trace procedure will be necessary, but this trace will be necessary in any case to determine
TJ if an intersection is made.

The flux for the boundary crossing estimation is, like the analog estimator,

WT e~"
I cosa

(35)

where a is the angle between the estimation trajectory and the normal veaor to the boundary. Any standard method for grazing angles must be applied.

If the detector region is a void volume, the track length estimator is used for the flux
estimate

0 -

WT e ~ ' I

,

(36)

where 2 is the length of the trajectory through the void, determined either analytically, by
the geometry trace, or by the average chord length in the volume if known.

For thin non-void volumes, the flux is
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(37)

2T(E)

where 2 T ( E ) is the cross scaion of the detector material, and E is the estimation energy. 13 These
flux estimates must be divided by the appropriate detector volumes or surface areas to give the
stand&d flux dimensions.

V.B. Next-Event Estimation in a Small Solid Angle

When the detector region is small, the probability of the trajectory-detector intersection is also
small, and the preceding procedures be tunics very inefficient.

When AQ in Eq. (34) is small, the

estimation trajectory must now be directed toward the detector irrespective of the random walk
direction. For this situation Eq. (34) is applied where p(fl), usually given as p(/*)/2ir, is the probability of scattering through the angle 9 = c o s ~ V between the random walk trajectory before the

If*
event and a randomly chosen trajectory in AQ between the event site and the detector (see Fig. 4,
center).

For a spherical detector, AO is determined analytically.

There also exist expressions for the

solid angle of a cylinder relative to a point. 26 ' 27 A general procedure is to completely surround the
detector by a sphere (the smallest possible) and determine if the randomly determined trajeaory in
the solid angle of iLc sphere passes through the detector.15 If not, an estimation is not made. If
the trajectory intersect the detector, Eq. (34) is evaluated using AV. for the sphere. The flux estimators in Eqs. (35), (36), and (37) are modified by the inclusion of the p(fi)AQ/2v

term. This

procedure become inefficient if the detector region does not fill a large portion of the sphere.

V.C. Next-Event Estimation to a Point

When Eq. (34) is divided by the AA, the projected cross section area of the detector relative to
the event site, the flux is given directly
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2*
In the limit as the detector becomes vanishingly small the ratio Afi/AA becomes 1/R 2
and Eq. (38) becomes the infamous "point detector" estimator.

Few aspects of Monte

Carlo radiation transport have received more attention than this estimator.* In theory it
converges to the correct answer but with infinite variance. In practice the point detector
estimator usually gives low results with deceivingly low variance.

But when a collision

event occurs very close to the detector point, the large contribution from this event due to
1/R 2 can dominate the summation of the contribution from all other events from all particles in the calculation. Fortunately these large answers always have a very large variance.
It is the correct combination of the many low answers and the very few high answers that
gives the theoretical^correct answer.

Bui for this 10 happen in even a very long Monte

Carlo calculation would be fortuitous.

To overcome the low result problem, a sufficient number of particles must collide in
some proximity to the detector. For example, in Fig. 2, if the particle population diminishes significantly before reaching the right-most regions near the detector, next-event estimation results will be low. In reality it is the contributions from collisions that have the
least material attenuation on reaching the detector that dominate the results. Now, when
the other processes are altered to increase the particle penetration, use of the point estimator appears to enter a "catch 22" situation, since it is no longer needed because analog estimators are sufficient.

However, there is a large middle ground here, and point estimation

has been used correctly and successfully for many years.

Next event estimation to a point is a standard feature of TRIPOLI and MCNP.

In

MORSE a user routine must be written for each calculation, although several such routines are given in the report, sample problems, and code package.

One of these gives a

contribution to all possible energy groups allowed by p(p) instead of randomly selecting
the group.
*It has been said that one cannot be considered a true practitioner of Monte Carlo until he has
devised a point estimator which is unique in at least one aspect and can be shown to be "better" in
at least one case from that for the most recently reported point estimator.
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A thorough coverage of the point estimator methods which have been developed to
overcome the problems of collisions close to the detector could easily fill an entire course
such as this. Here are some of the commonly used approaches.

1. Do not use next-event estimation to a point.

2. Use the estimator only for a detector in a void, or a sparsely dense material
such as air, and place it at least a few centimeters away from a colliding
medium interface. This use fits the classical shielding problem in Fig. 2 with
the detector located on the far side of the shield from the source.

3. If the detector is in a colliding medium, surround it with a sphere of radius Ro
and either (a) Fill the sphere with void or (b) allow collisions in the sphere but
do not make estimations to the point detector from it. If only a very few collisions, which would otherwise ruin the calculation, are omitted, little effect
should be noticed; however, if many particles are found to enter or collide in
the sphere, another estimation method should be chosen.

4. Assume the'flux in the sphere is uniform and isotropic. Then the contribution
from each collision in the sphere is

4/3

TR 0

3

S T (r,E)

This procedure is available in TRIPOLI and MCNP.

5. Use any of the various "once-more-collided" techniques for collisions inside or
directed inside the sphere. An imaginary intermediate collision point is chosen
and the contribution is made to the point detector from this new location. It
can be shown that this procedure reduces the 1/R 2 singularity of the point
detector to a 1/R singularity with a corresponding variance reduction.
method is an option in MCNP.

This

-

.-•"-•

-;-

•

'.
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6. For the special situation of rotational symmetry for the point detector, a ring- '
detector method has been devised. Here a point detector is chosen on the ring
- in such a manner that sampling near the collision point is increased, but as for
the previous case, the 1/R~ singularity is reduced to a l/R singularity. This
method is also a standard option in MCNP.

It must be pointed out that none of these methods, except the first two, will eliminate
all problems with point detector estimators. The Ro for the sphere in each case must be
set by "guessing"; if it is too small, the particular method approaches the original point
method. If Ro is too large, methods (3) and (4) become inaccurate, and method (S) can
greatly increase the calculation time.

Also, complications may arise if the Ro from two

different point detectors overlap or if there is a change of material or some other geometric
complexity inside the sphere. If Ro is set at a few mean free paths, instead of a few centimeters, then R o is energy dependent.

V.D. Next-E"ent Uncollided Estimation

The form of the preceding five equations implies a scattering event, but an uncollided
contribution must also be made to each detector for each source particle for next-event
estimation.

This is because the probability of a randomly selected source particle being

directed exactly at a fixed point detector is vanishingly small, just as for a scattering event.
The general equation, Eq. (34), applies and a value of p(Q) is determined from the source
angular distribution S(Q) from which the initial particle direction is also chosen for the
random walk.

But the two processes are completely independent.

If S(Q) is the biased

distribution, the WT must contain the weight correction. The position, energy, time, and
weight variables are usually the initial random walk values, or they may be selected
independently. The form of the uncollided estimator is usually the same as that from collisions. In simple cases, this uncollided source contribution may be done analytically.

The
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contribution to a point detector from uncollided source particles in a pure deep-penetration
calculation is usually negligible, but for streaming calculations this contribution can easily
exceed the collided contribution.

If there is any particle generation present (secondary

gamma rays or fission neutrons), an uncollided source calculation must be made for each
generated particle. The uncollided calculation is treated with input data in TRIPOLI. In
MCNP and MORSE a special routine must be written for each different source angular
distribution. This can become somewhat complicated for other than isotropic sources, but
many examples are given in the reports and sample problems.

Any source coupling pro-

cedure (see Section III.C.4) must also include an uncollided contribution if next-event estimators are used. This necessity will add complexity to any coupling scheme.

V.E. Next-Event Estmation F;obabilities

One of the chief disadvantages of next-event estimation is that it is extremely time consuming, even in its simplest form. The panicle history estimation time can easily exceed
the random walk time due to the geometry trace necessary for determining the number of
mean free paths, 77, between the event and detector sites.

This calculation time goes up

proportionally for multiple detectors estimations from each random walk event. It is in the
regions farthest from the detector (usually closest to the source with many collisions)
whose contributions require' more computation time but have the smallest values.

It is a

common practice to assign probabilities of estimation to different spatial regions of the system (and possibly for the other variables) to determine if a contribution is to be made to a
specific point detector from each event in that region.28 If, by random choice, a contribution is made, the value is divided by the probability, conserving the "fair game." If no contribution is made, the process moves on to the remaining detectors and then on to the next
collision.

This process is a standard option in MCNP and TRIPOLI and is easily

implemented in MORSE, and it can save an enormous amount of computation time. In
the absence of any adjoint importance information, these probabilities must be set by
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"guessing." This is usually done "based on the event-detector distance. If radiation streaming paths or other voids exist in the system, the distance criterion should be based on mean
free paths, .but this would require performing the very calculation that the method is trying
to avoid.

V.F. Next-Event Estimation Variance

It is known from experience that next-event estimation, like the exponential transform,
can produce results that are not normally distributed. Repeated calculations with only a
change in the random number sequence often show a change in results not predicted by
the computer generated uncertainties.

This method is usually the estimator of choice for

"quick and dirty" deep-penetration calculations because it always gives some answer,
whereas more ne&iiy analog approaches might give nothing for poorly conceived transport
processes. When combined with the exponential transform, the variance problems of the
two techniques are exaggerated. Next-event estimation will produce adequate results when
the other processes of the calculation are treated properly and when the problems associated with collisions close to a point detector are overcome. More formal approaches to the
topics of this and the preceding sections are given in references 44 and 45.

V.G. Delta-Scatter Next-Event Estimation

One of the common uses of the delta scatter method (Section III.D.4) independent of
the exponential transport, is to eliminate the need for the geometry ray trace in the random walk. It is this geometry feature that makes next-event estimation so time consuming, and methods have been developed to apply delta-scattering to the estimation process.18
The procedure is essentially a one-dimensional delta-scatter random walk along the trajectory from the event site to the detector. However, delta scattering itself can be inefficient
in terms of computation time in both the random walk or transport process for any but
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very complicated geometries, a situation not usually encountered in deep-penetration calculations. Collision site distances (now shorter5requiring more collisions) are. determined by
the maximum cross section in the system for a given energy,

2M(E),

and often in

resonances regions, if other than the maximum value is used, a negative weight correction
is necessary (negative weight can be disastrous since the result , based on the weight,
decreases; but the variance, based on the square of the weight, still increases).

Use of multigroup Monte Carlo can alleviate this cross-section problem somewhat.
There is also a procedure for including the delta-scatter concept directly in the multigroup
cross-section structure.'8 In standard the Legendre polynomial expansion for the scattering angie cosine u,

where the delta function indicates that the delta cross-section term in Eq. (39) applies only
to within group (g-*-g) scattering. The expansion for a delta function (here straight ahead
scatter, n = I), implicit in Eq. (39) is

Equation (40) is very approximate for low order expansion (small N), but for large systems with multiple scattering, the errors tend to cancel out.

Multigroup Monte Carlo codes using cross sections of the form of Eq. (39) now not
only need no geometry tracing procedure, but also no procedure for differentiating between
collisions with real or fictitious materials. The code operates as if the entire system were
completely homogeneous, and the material attenuation in the general next-event estimator
of Eq. (34) is e "M

, i.e., regardless of a 2 T variation between even: and detector sites.

The problems associated with point detectors are still present, and special attention is

•
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required for voids. Voids of any significant extent should not be modified to include delta
scattering [Eq. (391 with 2 j . (r) ™ 0] but should be treated in an analog manner. The R
•

•

in the estimator material attenuation should be only for non-void distances.

V.H. Coupling Methods for Estimation

If part of the system under consideration which includes the detector region can be
treated in one or two dimensions or if acceptable differential results from any method exist
for this region, a coupling procedure similar to that described for the source process can
save considerable computation time.

For the source coupling, a forward Monte Carlo

source is created from some forward calculated results.

But for estimation coupling the

forward Monte Carlo is combined with an adjoint calculation whose source is taken from
the physical detector region. Mathematically the response is (for coupling in one direction
across a surface)

/
area

dr /

dE

E

J"

dfl *(r,E,Q) *'(f,E,

HQ>0

The (i>(i,E,Q)(n-V.) .is the Monte Carlo current J(f,E,fl) at the boundary and 0* is the
adjoint flux from the other method.

The integral is over the boundary surface only for

directions directed into the coupling region. The current J can be either from the transport process direaly (the particle weight) or from one of the two estimation processes
from Eq. (34).

As for the source procedure, care must be taken in treating the calcula-

tions in &s vicinity of the coupling boundary.

It is, of course, possible to use coupling

methods for both the source and estimation in the same calculation.30

V.I. Use of a History File

The use of a history file (still sometimes referred to as a collision tape) is neither a
variance reduction technique nor a time-saving feature in terms of computing time. But it
can be very beneficial in the overall formulation of a deep-penetration calculation.

The
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three codes considered here, MCNP, MORSE, and TRIPOLI, all have this .capability.

Since the random walk and estimation processes are completely independent, it is not
necessary for them to be treated in tandem. Instead, during the random walk all pertinent
information from each particle history necessary for a desired estimation is recorded on the
file, but no estimation is made. Afterward, :fce history file is read and the estimations are
made just as if the entire process was just one step. Cross section and geometry data are
also necessary in this case. In this manner each process can be modeled and perfected
independently of the other. The history File an be analyzed as often as desired for various
types of estimators. For next-event estimation all necessary collision and source data must
be recorded. In the preceding subsection, if J is from analog boundary crossings, only the
particle information at the coupling boundary would be necessary, and it could be
combined in independent coupling caicuia;ions using 0* from different detector region calculations.
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VI. Adjoint Calculations

The use of adjoint calculation results is one of the most important aspects of variance
reduction for deep-penetration Monte Carlo calculations.

The correct interpretation of

sometimes even very approximate adjoint information is beneficial when used in the various biasing processes of a forward calculation.

Before addressing the realization of this

adjoint information, attention will be turned briefly to the topic of complete adjoint calculations.

VI.A. Complete Adjoint Calculations

A formal presentation of adjoint methods is given elsewhere in this course.4 In theory any
Monte Carlo calculation can be solved equally well in the forward or adjoint mode. In all
foregoing and following discussions and equations, the role of the forward and adjoint
terms can be reversed with no loss in generality. The adjoint flux <£* becomes the quantity
of interest and the forward flux $, or approximations to it, are determined from other
(possibly Monte Carlo) calculations and are used for the importance function I(x).

The

physical (forward) source S(x) and response R(x) become the adjoint response and source,
R*(x) and S*(x), respectively. The desired result X is given by

0(x)R(x)dx = J 4>*(x)S(x)dx

.

<42)

In practice the forward mode is usually the calculation^ method of choice. But there
are several general problem types, dictated by various physical considerations, for which
the calculation can be performed more efficiently in the adjoint mode. 32 A common situation arises when multiple calculations are to be made with different physical source
descriptions, and the degree of difficulty in using the adjoint mode is not prohibitive. Then
the right side of Eq. (42) can be evaluated as often as needed using <Ax) from only one
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adjoint solution.

This is, of course, the counterpart of the situation for one forward

calculation and multiple (physical) response functions.

When a'deep-penetration calculation has some combination of the following characteristics, the solution is often more amenable to adjoint solution (see Fig. 5).

1. A large extended physical source volume or surface.

2. A small concentrated physical detector region.

3. A large region of simple geometry and/or particle transport (one-dimensional
or void, for example) adjacent to the source region.

4. A smaller region of complex geometry and/or particle transport adjacent to
the detector region.

A large physical source, from which it may be difficult to adequately sample forward
source panicles, will be a simple adjoint panicle volume or surface detector region. Likewise, a small physical detector region (a point, for example) and all the difficulties it
presents for forward estimation processes becomes a simple adjoin I source. If the majority
of the geometric complexity is concentrated around the adjoint source (a shielded detector), the adjoint source panicles provide ample collision and transport sampling.

Subse-

quent tracks through the simpler geometry to the large adjoint detector requires no complicated biasing. In contrast, a forward calculation would require strong biasing in the forward source and simple geometric regions to track particles to the regions in and around
the forward detector.

Although the conditions for problem applicability for the adjoint

mode are usually given in spatial terms, similar consideration should be given to any of the
other phase space variables if a difficult situation arises in the forward mode.

General continuous energy adjoint codes exist but they are not widely used; the
gamma-ray option being more easily

calculated than that for neutrons.33'34'35 The diffi-

culties associated with the creation and interpretation of adjoint cross sections and subse-
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quent collision mechanics are virtually eliminated in multigroup adjoint Monte Carlo.
Here the loss in generality due to multigroup theory is no more than that in the forward
mode. As a result, multigroup codes are often used for adjoint Monte Carlo. MORSE is
a multigroup code with an adjoint option, and MCNP has a multigroup "patch" available.

Even when applicable, practical implementation of the adjoint Monte Carlo method is
beset with most of the problems of the forward mode plus several new ones. Deep penetration requires biasing, and methods of "guessing" at the importance function (physical
insight, intuition, experience, etc.) become more questionable for the adjoint mode. Sampling the adjoint source to simulate the forward detector response and scoring in the
adjoint detector region to simulate the forward source distribution are often not straightforward.

The same is true for the adjoint source normalization, a usually simple task in

ihe forward mode. Some aspceis of these difficulties are discussed elsewhere in ihis course
in connection with the MORSE code presentation."

VLB. Adjoint Importance Generation by Monte Carlo

Most of the techniques for deep-penetration variance reduction discussed in this presentation have been in existence since the early days of Monte Carlo use, and the mechanics
for their implementation are firmly embedded in any general code. The methods for creating importance functions, other than "guessing," have included analytic approximations,36
diffusion theory,37 and one- and two-dimensional discrete ordinates.38"39

Adjoint Monte

Carlo calculated fluxes have been used as importance functions to bias forward calculations, and forward-adjoint Monte Carlo iteration techniques have been reported where the
fluxes from one mode are used to bias the other mode in a following calculation, which in
turn produces a new set of fluxes for importances in the first mode, etc. 40 These iteration
techniques have been developed exclusively for multigroup Monte Carlo. They have also
been plagued with long computation times and large uncertainties in the iterated importance function to '.he extent that convergence in the final results is not guaranteed.

In the past decade and continuing at present there has been considerable effort, and
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some success, in generating realistic three-dimensional importance function information by
forward Monte Carlo methods for use in subsequent forward Monte Carlo calculations.
The difficulties associated with running a Monte Carlo code in the adjoint mode and any
multigroup restriction are eliminated. This Monte Carlo work is based on, or can be visualized from, "contribute n theory," which was originally developed in the context of a
discrete ordinates solution of the transport equation.41

The result from a transport calculation has the following forms, derived from manipulations of the forward and adjoint integral equations and application of the Gauss divergence theorem4

X - J>(x)R(x)dx - JV(x)S(x)dx =
V.

where V s
VR
A

V,.

£ 0(x)0*(x)(n-fl)dx

,

(43)

A.n-Q>0
A.5-O0

is the volume of the source S(x)
is the volume of the detector response R(x)
is any intermediate surface area enclosing either V s or V R . The
(ifQ) term is the cosine of the angle between the particle direction
Q and the normal vector at the surface n, inward for V R and outward
for V s . The adjoint Q is in the opposite sense as that for the
the forward fl.

x

is a general phase space variable with only the spatial interval shown
' explicitly

En Eq. (43) ^(x)^*(x), or the "particles" represented by it, is called the "contributon"
term. A Monte Carlo scheme has been devised to evaluate this integral.42

Contributons

are not tracked directly; rather, primary panicles from a standard forward calculation generate secondary panicles (similar to a splitting process) in some specified volume in the
system. The primary panicles are used to calculate <£(x) in the normal way and the secondary particles give <£*(*) in a manner similar to that outlined below.
evaluated from the right most term of Eq. (43).

Thus, X can be
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1

This right-hand term can also be used to evaluate <t>* directly. The particle weight WT
in a Monte Carlo simulation is analogous to the mathematically described current J(x),
and at a boundary crossing in a particle history, WT - J(x) = 0(x)(nfi).

The right side of Eq. (43) becomes [see Eq. (41)]

X =

j[

<Mx)0»(x)(n-fl)dx =

A.ffQX)

j_

J(x)0*(x)dx

.

(44)

A,iiG>0

and the average adjoint flux on surface A is

£

J(x)^*(x)dx

. _ A.an>o

J
A.a-2>0

J(x)dx

/

J(x)dx

A,ff§>0

In Eq. (45) the result X is evaluated by any convenient estimator from particles which
reach the detector region [V R integral in Eq. (43)]. The denominator is the summation of
the partial current WT crossing A in the direction going from V s to V R . Since all particles, or their predecessors, which contribute to X must cross A, then <£AiS

tne

expected

score, or importance, of particles at A for the response function R in the detector region.
The denominator provides the proper normalization for the relative importance at different
surfaces. In general, this importance <j>^ will increase on nearing the detector region since
the number of particles, or their weight, will decrease. The converse is true for surfaces
near the source region. The <1>'A can be used in later forward calculations as surface importance functions

In order to extend <p'A to general phase space dependence, the X must be scored in
terms of the value of the variable that the particle, or its predecessor, had on crossing surface A, not in terms of the variable in the detector region. For energy dependent ^ A , ^
the energy integral implicit in the denominator of Eq. (45) would be over AE only, i.e., the
summation of particle weights crossing A is separated into energy intervals for scoring X.
(Recall that x is a general phase variable, not just position.) The numerator becomes X ^ ,

:.
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and if the particle in the detector region or its predecessor had an energy within AE when
it crossed surface A, its weight WT is scored in \$E a f ter te*a& multiplied by the response
function R evaluated at its energy in the detector region. Otherwise, no score is made in
X i E for

<AA.AE

but in either case no account is given to the energy that the particle has in

the detector region. The detector region energy and other variables are, of course, used to
determine the individual contributions to X, c/>(x)R(x), in the left side of Eq. (43) [see Eq.
(12) and the comments following Eq. (14).] If no score is made for one AE, there may be
a score for another AE. Any one particle in the detector region may, at the same time,
contribute to *>A-iE for several surfaces A for a different AE on each surface. In fact, the
condition that all particles or their progeny must pass through all surfaces is not necessary.
The surfaces may be subdivided giving <AiA.AE- and a further test must be made on the
scoring particles in the detector region to determine if it passed through a particular surface AA. Thus, each scoring particle may be a potential contribution to each

</>^A,^E,

and

the storage and retrieval of this data in the course of a calculation can become an enormous task.43

This method of importance generation has been extended to surfaces completely enclosing volumes AV exterior to the source or detector regions, although either of these two
regions may-also-be-a.spccified volume.22 Analogous to the surface treatment, the importance in the volume <^ v is the ratio of the total score in the detector region V R due to particles, and their progeny, which have passed through AV on the way to V R , to the total
weight of all particles which have entered AV (see Fig. 6).

Particles in V R which have

never been in AV make no contribution to <£2v> Any particle in V R will contribute to 0^v
for any AV including V s that it or its predecessor have passed through. All particles in
V R contribute to <£vs-

This method assumes that particles entering AV constitute an

equivalent source there, and the middle term of Eq. (43) is applicable where the V s
integral is replaced by AV for this equivalent source in determining ^ v -

The source
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adjoint method in Section III.C.3 and Eq. (12) is a specialization of this general method.
The comments on scoring, differentiality, and treatment of this data for the surface importance also "apply to the volume calculations.

It can be seen that these surface and volume importance generation schemes are not
restricted to one detector response or even to one detector region. However, as the number
and differentiality of the 4>* to be generated increases, the computation time and complexity must increase proportionally to ensure reasonable statistical uncertainty for all regions
of phase space.

Use of a history file here (see Section V.I) would be appropriate to

separate the Monte Carlo calculation from the actual compilation of </>*. Use of either of
these two methods, surface or volume, is directly applicable to any general Monte Carlo
code with some modification to the estimation process.

The volume generation of 0* has been employed in MCNP for a volume and angular
weight-window importance function that was then used in a calculation with angular
biasing.23

An empirical method has also been used in MCNP as a means of providing

initial values for the 4>' generation.46

VI. C. Recursive Monte Cano Generation of Importance

One of the difficulties with the procedures just described is that the 4>* in the most
(highest) important regions are usually far from the source near the detector regions. As
for any other quantity in a deep-penetration calculation, 4>* can be difficult to evaluate. A
situation then arises where one needs beforehand a good estimate of the quantity to be calculated, leading to a possible time consuming iteration of successive Monte Carlo calculations. A method which overcomes this difficulty in the generation of importance functions
is called "recursive Monte Carlo."

The procedure begins at the detector region and

proceeds recursively in backward steps toward the source region. The principal feature is
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that each step is a forward non-deep-penetration Monte Carlo calculation and only one
pass is made through the system from detector to source.

The system is initially divided into volumes by defining sunaces (see Fig. 7), typically
one or two mean free paths apart on which the importance functions will be calculated for
subsequent use in a standard calculation of the entire deep-penetration calculation. In the
method currently in use, these surfaces are set manually (by "guessing").47 This represents
a simplification from an earlier, not generaly successful attempt to have the surfaces
located automatically in an optimal manner by a computer generated decision process.48

The formal mathematical presentation of recursive Monte Carlo is somewhat complicated, but the method can be illustrated by use of selected parts of Eqs. (43) and (44)

-

J J(x)<^U)dx

.

(46)

A

On surface A the importance

<£A(X)

is known. For the equivalent source application,

volume V s is defined by surface A and the next surface A' toward the source on which
#A-(X)

is to be determined. A spatial delta function source 5 v (x) is introduced in V s with

a non-zero value only on this next surface A' giving

f J(x)<^(x)dx

,

(47)

A

where J(x) is now determined from the forward integral transport equation with S(x) =*
*vG0.
J(x) -

S v (x) +

/

.5(x')K(x'-*x)dx'

.

(48)
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A standard forward calculation is begun by uniform selection of source particles on
surface A'. In addition to V s , tracking is also done in one or two "buffer" volumes toward
the source to allow particles to re-enter V s . When a particle crosses surface A, a contribution is made to 0^'( x ) according to Eq. (47) since <l>\(x.) has been calculated in the'previous step. The initial ^f(x) un the surface nearest the source must be determined from an
actual adjoint calculation from any method (discrete ordinates if possible).

The particle

history in V s is terminated when it crosses surface A and scores. This scoring procedure,
like the two previous importance generation methods, is based on the particle source variables, not those at the surface crossing.

In fact Eq. (47) is identical to Eq. (45) with a

unit denominator. Although importance functions do not generally need any absolute normalization for their use, such a normalization could be determined in the recursive method
on the surface surrounding the physical source in the last step of the calculation.

As for

the other two methods, the recursive method can generate importances for multiple
responses and multiple detector regions with a corresponding increase in the
each surface.

4>AM

data at

However, the recursive method treats all detector regions with equal effi-

ciency; whereas, the surface and volume methods in the preceding section will need biasing
techniques in the calculation to determine the multiple importances, and this biasing cannot in general be optimized for all detector regions and responses in one calculation. The
recursive method will need one initial adjoint solution </>*(x) for each separate response and
detector region.

Another attractive feature of the recursive method is "geometrical imaging."

Any

volume anywhere in the system which is identical in size and composition (or mean free
paths) to another previously calculated volume needs no random walk calculation through
it. A history file from the previous volume is used to determine J(x) in Eq. (48) for scoring with the appropriate ^ ( x ) . A possible problem with the recursive method is a propagation of statistical error from the calculation of one

<AAU)

to the next.

The closer the
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surfaces, the less this accumulated error will be, but then more calculation steps are
required and the overall computation time is increased.

The recursive Monte Carlo method has been incorporated into a special version of the
MORSE code.47 However, through clever use of history files and some programming, this
method should be applicable to any general Monte Carlo code.

VI.D. Application of Adjoint Information

It should be remembered that the importance generation schemes presented here (other
than contributon Monte Carlo) are needed to provide only approximate adjoint fluxes for a
forward problem.

Exact results, if achieved, would eliminate the need for any further

work. The importances can be realized from either approximate fluxes from the exact forward problem or more exact fluxes from an approximation to this problem. These techniques are all currently undergoing development and testing at various institutions, and
their use should not be considered to guarantee immediate and ultimate success in any
deep-penetration problem.

Mention was given in the introduction of this section concerning the interchange of forward and adjoint modes of calculation. The same is true for these importance generation
techniques; forward fluxes may be generated by adjoint means for use in biasing later
adjoint calculations. But if the intent is to perform one complete and final adjoint calculation, use of the scoring methods just described will givs the differential forward flux 0(x),
i.e., reverse the forward and adjoint modes in the two preceding sections. Thus one has the
ability, in theory, to calculate <£(x) and <£*(x) (the contributon estimation method uses the
product of the two flux estimators) and obtain results from both multiple sources and multiple detectors in one calculation of either mode. For multiple sources or multiple detec-
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tors covering large portions of phase space, or for too much differentially, much of the
generated data may be unusable due to its statistical uncertainty.

The practical use of general phase space adjoint data in a forward Monte Carlo calculation requires some sort of automated procedures.

A recent example is that of discrete

ordinates adjoint data used in a multigroup Monte Carlo code. 39 Although this is a onedimensional example, it represents a realistic application of multiple biasing procedures in
a spent-fuel shipping cask study. Individually these items are (g is the energy group):

•

Source energy biasing in the source volume AS using <t>l%is as I(x) in Eqs. (1)
and (2), where c A ^ is the average discrete ordinates adjoint flux in AS for
group g.

•

Setting the average weight in the weight-window for Russian roulette survival
for each spatial importance region AV relative to that in the source region

Sg

tf.is

(49)

where S g and S g are the natural and biased source spectra. The particle weight
for which splitting is applied in AV for group g is set similarly to Eq. (49)
except that the average flux 4>l.±\ is replaced by the minimum spatial flux for
group g in AV, ^ M I N .

Likewise the weight below which Russian roulette is

played is determined using <£g,MAX> t n e maximum adjoint flux in AV for group
g.

Thus, the weight-window for the entire system is created relative to the

source region.

Secondary particle generation.

This study was done in the MORSE "primary

particle" mode of calculation where gamma-ray generation is treated automatically in the code as a neutron group-to-gamma-ray group transfer.

However,

there was some fission neutron creation due to the spent fuel. The weights of
the fission neutrons in AV were set as a weighted average of WT A v , Eq. (49),
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and the fission spectrum. There is then a correspondence between the weight of
generated particles and the average weight of all particles in the region.

• . -Collision energy biasing in AV using 0* A V as the importance function, the
application being similar to that for source biasing.

•

Derivation of the exponential transform biasing parameter, p in Eq. (21), from
the angular dependent disc-tee ordinates adjoint value function38 W*(T,Q)
where (see Section III.D.6) i- general notation

Wg*(r,Q) = R,(f.Q) + 2 J

R2Cf,fl)

=

response (zero except in the detector iegion)

<^g(T,fi)

=> adjoint flux

The W* was determined from a minimized error least square fit of the
adjoint data in the most preferential (forward, M = 1 ) direction. It was found,
as has been generally known, that for collisions close to the detector region, the
value of p increases toward unity, especially for gamma rays, in contrast to
much smaller values in the source region. Angular dependence is included from
the n in Eq. (21). The results of this study indicate that, with proper application of the weight window, the use of the exponential transform and collision
energy biasing does not greatly increase the efficiency of the calculation.

Application of the next-event estimation probabilities (see Section V.E) using
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VII. Mathematical Aspects of Variance Reduction

In recent years there have been many and various studies in Monie Carlo variance
reduction which are of a purely mathematical nature, rather than those presented here for
utilizing biasing techniques and importance functions.

Many of these developments are

oriented toward deep-penetration of radiation, but their direct application by users of standard codes is not yet wide-spread. Among these items are:

•

artificial intelligence and pattern recognition applied to automated adjustment
of splitting and Russian roulette procedures.49'50

•

general multivariate approach where a mathematical formulation of variance is
subjected to various minimization procedures.51

An application to source

energy biasing uses the method of Lagrangian multipliers/ 2

•

variance of the variance studies. Here, a transport-like equation is formulated
for variance o2, or the square of some quantity from which variance is computed in a normal Monte Carlo calculation. This variance has been investigated
for minimum values, including zero, for many aspects of the Monte Carlo
processes:

source, transport, splitting, Russian roulette, exponential transform,

collisions, and many estimators both singly and in various combinations.53'58
Work in Lhese areas is currently very aciive.

-t-
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VIII. Conclusions

Any general study of deep-penetration Monte Carlo methods, such as that presented
here, is replete with "waffle" words and phrases such as "usually," "could be," "in most
cases," etc. Illustrations of a biasing technique are "often" given with simplifying assumptions in the other processes such as monoenergetic, isotropic emissions, one-dimensional,
etc.

As mentioned in the introductory section, there is no general recipe for success in

deep penetration calculations, and there is no substitute for experience regardless of
theoretical considerations. All source, biasing, and estimation techniques should be tested
singly and in combination before a long calculation is made. Short, preliminary calculations should be scrutinized for particle population and weigiu control throughout the
important regions of phase space. It is best to begin with simple biasing procedures and
proceed from there rather than initially combine several complicated biasing techniques.
The MCNP literature gives many examples and discussions of realistic applications of
biasing procedures and gives a guideline for judging the variance of results. These are
given here in the form of percent standard deviation (SD):

SD > 50%

~ results are no good

20% < SD < 50%

results may be off by up to a factor of 5

10% < SD < 20%

results may be within 50-100% of the "true" answer

SD < 10%

generally reliable results

SD < 5%

generally reliable results for a point detector
in a non-void medium

In the discussion in Section II of the efficiency criterion in Monte Carlo (the product of
variance and calculation time, <r2r), no mention wr; made of the personnel and computer
time for all the pre-calculation analysis necessary to achieve a certain J^T in a long calculation. There is, of course, no way to include these intangible effects in a general study of

J
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Monte Carlo methods, but they may be of principle concern in relation to program funding
levels and deadlines.

And although Monte Carlo methods may not have the finality of

ether long term optimization efforts,* at some point a long calculation must b

"injected

to the bludgeonings of chance.

The three general Monte Carlo codes presented elsewhere in this course, MCNP, TRIPOLI, and MORSE, have been referenced here with respect to various aspects of variance
reduction. Many genera! codes exist, but these three have been promoted for use in the
public domain with a minimum of governmental, commercial, or installation dependent red
tape. An attempt to objectively compare these codes reveals that TRIPOLI has the most
sophisticated variance reduction methods available by input, e.g., the completely independent importance geometry description and general exponential transform option.

As a

result, TRIPOLI is the most difficult of the three codes for a new user to fully utilize its
capabilities. The use of MCNP, a state-of-the-art code in every aspect, has traditionally
been orientated toward simplicity in variance reduction, i.e., boundary splitting and Russian roulette rather than the exponential transform for particle population and weight control.

However, recent application of a general weight-window and automatic generation

and use of adjoint importance has changed this situation somewhat. MORSE is a multigroup energy code, with a corresponding loss in generality in relation to the other two
cedes. However, it is this'multigroup structure (not so serious a restriction as sometimes
reported) that has given the MORSE system of codes its flexibility, adaptability, and
installation independence. In actual practice, the decision to use a particular code is often
based on such considerations as its availability on a convenient computer operating system,
availability of cross section and other necessary data, and the close proximity of personnel
with expertise in its use.

*In response 10 endless advice on how to maximize his long terra financial situation, banking magnate J. P.
Morgan is reported 10 have replied, 'In the long run we are all dead."
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In considering future work in Monte Carlo methods in general and variance reduction
in deep-penetration calculations in particular, it must be remembered that there are now
several three-dimensional discrete ordinates codes in existence. While this in no way spells
out the demise of the Monte Carlo method, its traditional bastion as the only three dimensional transport method as been irrevocably breached. In speculating on future work, it is
of interest to consider present capabilities in terms of those envisioned by the pioneers of
Monte Carlo methods — large, high-speed computers; complete evaluated cross section
libraries; general geometry capability: etc. Then, not too far in the future a Monte Carlo
calculation sequence may have the following scenario:

•

application of sens it iwity analysis in the cross section processing

•

a variance minimization analysis (Section VII) of various possible estimators

•

a recursive Monte Carlo calculation (Section VI.C) for preliminary setting of
importance parameters

•

preliminary batch calculations, as for criticality source convergence, where the
initial importances are adjusted if necessary by the forward-calculated adjoints
in Section VLB.

•

final setting of the system importance function followed by the complete calculation
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IX. References

The references included here are intended only to represent the subject matter and are
not meant to be a complete bibliography. In many cases a recent reference is cited from
which earlier references can be traced.

Thus, no claims are made to completeness, ori-

ginality, or chronological order. The bibliography in reference 31 is a complete listing of
Monte Carlo work up to the time of its publication. Since that time the archival journals,
such as Nuclear Science and Engineering, are the best sources for Monte Carlo development.

Proceedings of conferences such as the 1983 International Shielding Conference in

Tokyo are good sources for applications.
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